
&Connect LinkedIn 
Recruiter & Jobs  
to CEIPAL

LinkedIn ATS Integrations

Discover a simplified, insights-driven 
workflow that helps you engage more 
qualified candidates faster.
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Spend more time on people, not process.
Discover the one integration suite that can save your team time so you can 
focus on what matters most — hiring the right people.

Pricing: LinkedIn ATS Integrations are provided by LinkedIn at no additional cost if you hold a full Recruiter seat. 
Some ATS providers may charge a fee for certain integrations.

Quickly access all the information 
you need without switching 

between platforms.

Attract the most qualified 
candidates and move them 

through the hiring funnel faster.

Strengthen your hiring strategy  
with relevant candidate insights  

and data-driven reports.

Save time Hire qualified candidates Make informed decisions
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Integrations for all of your hiring needs
LinkedIn ATS Integrations help you stay efficient at every stage of the hiring process.

Work seamlessly across Recruiter 
and your ATS to find qualified 
candidates faster.

Recruiter System Connect
Connect your ATS to LinkedIn Recruiter to access 
information when and where you need it, without 
having to switch between platforms.

Unified Search
Search and message candidates across both your 
ATS and the LinkedIn network directly from your ATS.

Recommended Matches
Discover candidate recommendations based on job 
descriptions you post in your ATS.

Understand your sourcing and 
hiring activities across your  
entire funnel.

ATS-Enabled Reporting
Gain insight across your end-to-end hiring funnel 
to optimize where you spend your time and to 
understand the value of all your sources, including 
LinkedIn.

Streamline the job posting and 
application processes so you can focus 
on the most qualified candidates.

Apply Connect
Attract more applicants with a seamless candidate 
experience and real-time job postings, then use 
insights to evaluate applicants in your ATS.

Apply with LinkedIn
Let candidates apply to jobs on your career site 
using their LinkedIn profile information.

Sourcing package Reporting package Apply package
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Sourcing package Reporting package Apply package
Recruiter System Connect 

        Identify which candidates are already in your               
------ATS when searching in Recruiter

Filter LinkedIn searches by existing ATS 
candidates

Access ATS candidate history and status on 
Recruiter profiles

Export limited LinkedIn profiles to your ATS

View real-time LinkedIn profile information for 
candidates in your ATS

Send messages and view LinkedIn Notes and 
InMail from within your ATS

Unified Search 

Search candidates across both your ATS and the 
LinkedIn network directly from your ATS

Recommended Matches 

Get LinkedIn candidate recommendations for 
jobs in your ATS

ATS-Enabled Reporting 

Optimize your strategy with full-funnel activity 
insights from the Hiring Funnel Report

Evaluate different candidate sources with  
the Source Report

Understand the impact of your LinkedIn 
activity with LinkedIn Touch Attribution

Use industry benchmarks to compare  
against industry peers

Want an integration to be enabled for CEIPAL? Let us know

Whatever stage your candidates are at, LinkedIn ATS Integrations can move them through the funnel faster with these packaged solutions.

Apply Connect – Get started ↓  

Post jobs from your ATS to LinkedIn in real time

Allow candidates to apply to jobs from any 
device without leaving LinkedIn 

Get applications from LinkedIn delivered 
directly to your ATS

Incorporate screening questions from your ATS 
into your LinkedIn applications

View real-time LinkedIn profiles and applicant 
insights in your ATS

Receive LinkedIn skills data about applicants

Send application status updates to candidates 
with automated notifications

Apply with LinkedIn  

Let candidates apply to jobs on your career site 
using their LinkedIn profile information

|
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https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/linkedin-ats-integrations/request-integration


Apply package
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Apply Connect
Optimize your candidate experience and encourage more 
job seekers to easily apply. Post your roles in real-time to 
LinkedIn from CEIPAL and leverage dynamic LinkedIn profile 
and application data in CEIPAL including relevant skills based 
on the job. Enable applicant notifications to send application 
status updates automatically to candidates across key stages 
in the application cycle.

Find qualified 
applicants faster

Reduce candidate 
drop-off

Get dynamic LinkedIn 
Profile information



LinkedIn ATS Integrations  →  Apply  →  Apply Connect
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CEIPAL

CEIPAL

Step 1 of 3  
Set up Apply 
Connect in CEIPAL.

a Open “Customer Management” 
in CEIPAL ATS CPanel and scroll 
down to “LinkedIn Integration.”

b Click on “Create Application” and 
fill out the fields for “Company 
Name” and “Description.”

c Check the box to indicate 
agreement with the Terms and 
Conditions, and click “Save.”

a

|

c

b

Note: Please email your CEIPAL rep 
(contact@ceipal.com) to complete the steps 
on this page.

mailto:contact%40ceipal.com?subject=
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Step 2 of 3  
Set up Apply 
Connect in CEIPAL.
a In CEIPAL, open “Admin 

Panel.” Under “Integrations” 
in the navigation bar on the 
left, scroll down and click “Job 
Posting Accounts.”

b Click “Connect LinkedIn 
Account.”

a

b
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Step 3 of 3  
Set up Apply 
Connect in CEIPAL.

a c

a Click “Sign in” and sign in to 
your LinkedIn account.

b Select your contract by clicking 
on “Continue.”

c Click on “Choose package,” 
select “Apply Package,” and 
then click “Save changes.” 
Apply package functionality, 
including Apply Connect, has 
now been activated for your 
contract, and you will be able to 
view the LinkedIn Company ID 
under “LinkedIn Integration” in 
CEIPAL ATS CPanel.

a

b

wallace.coll@gmail.com



Products and insights
talent.linkedin.com

Connect with us on LinkedIn
linkedin.com

Get started
app.jazz.co

Learn more
success.jazzhr.com
help.linkedin.com

Products and insights
talent.linkedin.com

Connect with us
linkedin.com

Get started
CEIPAL.com

Learn more
help.linkedin.com 
CEIPAL.com

Request an integration

Email us at LTSATSIntegrations@LinkedIn.com 
for general support and answers.

Want an integration that isn’t available 
yet? Reach out to a CEIPAL rep  
or complete the form.

Email support

Additional resources
Get help setting up and using LinkedIn ATS Integrations at your organization.
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https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions
https://www.linkedin.com
https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/
https://www.ceipal.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/help/recruiter/answer/a496957?trk=hc-articlePage-sidebar
https://www.ceipal.com/
https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/linkedin-ats-integrations/request-integration
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